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Abstract

In this paper, we approach the problem in a systematic way. Section 2 provides the general statement
of the word segmentation problem. Section 3 shows
how the problem relates into a classical pixel classification problem. Then we describes a word segmentation
algorithm usin the recursive morphological closing
transform (RC 4 ) and a MAP classifier. Section 5 discusses an experimental protocol to train and evaluate
the algorithm based on a set of layout ground-truthed
document images [6]. Finally, Section 5, summarizes
our experimental results.

paper describes u word segmentation algorithm
based on the recursive morphological closing
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Problem

statement

Let I denote a bi-level document image. Let C
denote the set of word bounding boxes on I. The
problem of the word segmentation can be simply formulated as follows:
Word Segmentation Problem:
Given a document image I. Find C to mazimize
the conditional
probability P(E: 1I).
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The set of word bounding boxes E provides a delineation of two types of regions in the image I, namely
the word and non-word regions. We define a pixel as a
word pixel if and only if it is on or inside a word bounding box in E. Then, a word region consists solely of
word pixels; whereas a non-word region is composed
of only non-word ixels.
Associated wrt3 each pixel a: E I, there are a random observation vector 7 = y that characterizes the
image shapes around z and a label C = 1 that indicates whether z is a word pixel (denoted by L: = 1)
or a non-word pixel (denoted by L = 0). Let Yr
and LI represent ima es of observation vectors and
labels, respectively. 8 hen, we can re-formulate the
word se mentation problem as finding J!ZIto maximize
P(L1 15 1) and then computing the bounding boxes
for the connected regions in LI.
In general, we would model 371as a Markov random
field. Its solution usually demands iterative schemes
and involves much computation. In the following, we
will describe a very simple and fast solution.
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Step 1: sub-sampling
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Assume that our input document images are scandigitized at a spatial resolution of 300dpi. For a standard 11” x 8.5’ page, it is equivalent to an input document image size of 3300 x 2550. To process such an
image, it will take more memory and processing time.
Hence we sub-sample the input image to 150dpi. Figure 1 l a) illustrates the sub-sampled image.
Step 2: word

block

detection

Our computation of the observation vector Y = y is
based on the recursive closing transform [3 . The recursive closing transform provides a power I ul tool to
extract shape information in the image background
(white-space), such as the pattern spectrum.
. K, denote n structuring elements.
Le$i Ifib?$~,*K~](z),
ya = CT[I, Ka](z), . . . . yn =
CT[I K,,](z) denote the values of the recursive closing
transform at nixel z E I with resoect to the structuringelementskr,Kz,-..,K,.
Le<y= (~l,yz,...,y~).
In our current confiauration. we choose n = 3 and
Kl is the horizontal1 x 2 structuring element, Kz is
the vertical 2 x 1 structuring element, KS is the 2 x 2
square structuring element.
We assume that the observation vectors from different pixel locations are independent, i.e.

cc>Figure 1: Illustrates the word segmentation process.
(a) sub-sampled 150dpi image; (b) posterior probability map image; (c) thresholded word block image; (d)
word bounding boxes.
their corresponding correct words, we developed a simple post-processing procedure to perform a hypothesis
test on the height of the word blocks and test if further
divisions are needed.
Let WE, denote the dominant word height of a eiven
document image population. Then the fiocedurg hyoothesizes that all the detected word blocks whose
heights exceed pwh could be split further, where p is
a real constant and has a default value of /3 = 2.0. For
each word block which is hypothesized to be divided
further, the algorithm will verify it by computing cut
points m the projection profile of the posterior probability map image along the height direction within
the bounding box of the dubious word block. The cut
points are defined as the local minimums of the profile
in a neighborhood of size wh and whose values are less
than or equal to a cut-point threshold.

To perform the optimization, we assign a posterior
probability P L = 1 1 Y = y) to each pixel for bein
a word pixel. cr hen the posterior probability for eat %
pixel to be a non-word pixel is equal to P(L = 0 )
y = y) = 1 - P(L = 1 1 Y = y). The output is
a posterior probability map image. If the posterior
probability map image is thresholded at Tp = 0.5, i.e.
pixels that have values greater than or equal to Tp have
binary one output values, we obtain the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) solution. But in general, we could
choose Tp between 0.5 and 1.0. Figure 1 (b) illustrates
the probability map image. Figure 1 (c) illustrates the
detected word label image, where Tp = 0.96.
Step 3: word

bounding

box extraction

Each detected word block is modeled as a g-connected
connected component. A connected component labeling procedure is performed on the binar word block
image. The bounding box of each of t iI e connected
components is calculated. Figure 1 (d) illustrates the
sub-sampled

image

overlaid

with

the

extracted
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test on word

protocol

In the last section, we outlined our word se mentation algorithm. The algorithm is not yet ful By operational because the posterior probability P(L = 1 1
Y = y) has to be estimated through the experiment.

word

bounding boxes.
Step 4: hypothesis

Experimental

height

4.1

The presence of the character ascenders and descenders sometimes causes the merging of many word
blocks from two or more adjacent text lines into one
big block. In order to automatically detect such cases
and consequently split the merged word blocks into

Posterior

probability

estimation

The estimation of the posterior probability distribution is based on the 168 synthetic document ima es
from the UW-I English document image database. fv e
reported an automatic procedure to create the ground
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word bounding boxes for these images in [6].
given a set of ground truth word bounding boxes
erate a so-called word mask ima e for each o 1
ning document images. The wor 8 mask image
vel and has a binary one pixel if and only if the
e and its corresponding word
ated at various degrees of O”,
ng a nearest neighbor interpobecomes a total training image
168 x 7 images. Each image is

denoted by s(A, B):
s(A,B)

Aretz(A II B)
= Alpea

where AflB denotes the region where A and B overlap.
The similarity defines the percentage area coverage of
A by B.
Then based on the similarity meaSure, we define
two mappings g : G + 2) and d : 2) + Q:

r brute-force method to estimate
ility P(C = 1 ] Y = y):
4

(L = 11 y = g)

d(Dj) = {Gi E li 1Dj = CZTgpnzs(Gi,
=

p’;;ylfy;

=

P(L=l,Y=Y)
P(Is=o,y=y)+P(L=l,Y=Y)

The joint probability distributions can be substituted with the frequency counts #(L = 0, y = y)
and #(L: = l,Y = y). The counting processes are
sirrplified in our case because the observation vectons Y = (yr, ysl ys) are integer vectors and bounded
within the 3-dimensional cube [0, N] x [O! N] x [0, N],
whsre N is the allowed maximum output mteger value
of ,;he closing transform [3]. For word segmentation,
we choose N = 63.
1.n this paper, we further assume that P(L: = 1 ]
Y == y) is symmetric with respect to the first two coorhnates of y, i.e. P[L: = 1 ] y = .(yr,ys, ys)] ;
C = 1 ] Y = (p, yr ys)].
This will permit
the posterior probabr ity distnbution to characterize text words laid out in both the horizontal and
the vertical directions. Therefore, we instead substitute the P(t = O,Y = y) with the frequency count
=O,Y=(yl,yZrY3))+#(~=O,Y=

the P(L
#CL:=

4.9

l,Y=

= l,y

(Y2rYld3))

= y) with the frequency count

(Yl,Y2,Y3))+#(L=

Segmentation

X)}

y)

l,Y=

algorithm

(Y2lYl,Y3)).

evaluation

e output of the word segmentation algorithm
of word bounding boxes. To evaluate its

from the word segmenion problem can be foring bozes 0 and ‘D. Estabbetween the two sets and
detections (I-O mappinga),
mappangs), correct detection8 (ltting detection8 (i-m mappings),
ings) an8 spurious de-

where g(Gi) denotes the set of Dj E 2) that has
the hi hest percenta e area caverage by Gi among all
other %oxes in B. an 3 d(Dj) denotes the set of Gi E 9
that has the highest percentalge area coverage by Dj
amon all other boxes in 2). Therefore, we establish
links Prom Gi to g(Gi) and fralm Dj to d(Dj).
Based on the two functions g : B + 2) and d : 2) +
0, we could establish mappings between the elements
of Q and 2). The rules are described as follows:
1. If there exists a Gi such that s(Gi, Dj) = 0 for all
M, then the Gi is counted as a miss
j=1,2,*.*,
detection (1-O mapping).
2. If there exists a Dj such that s(Dj ,Gi) = 0 for
all i = 1,2,-a*, N, then ,the Dj is counted as a
false detection.
3. There is a correct detect,ion (l-l mapping) between Gi and Dj if and only if g(Gi) = {Di} and
d(Dj) = {Gi}.
4. There is a splitting detection (l-m mapping) between Gi and {Dj,, Dja, * 4*, Dj,} if and only if,
1) g(Gi) = {Djl, Dja, * * a, Dj,,,}; 2) There exists
one Do E g(Gi) such that d(Do) = (Gi} and for
all D E g(Gi) but D # D’o, d(D) = 0; 3) For all
D 6 g(Gi), Gi SCd(D)5. There is a merging detect)ion (m-l mapping) between {Gi, , Gi,, * . ., Gi,) and Dj if and only if,
1) d(Dj) = {Gi,,Gi,,***,Gi,};
2) There exists
one Go E d(Dj) such that g(Go) = {Dj} and for
all G E d(Dj) but G # Go, g(G) = 0; 3) For all
G 6 d(Dj)v Dj SCg(G)*
6. Any other detections are counted as spurious detections (m-m mappings). 0
Once the element mappings between Q and 2) has
been established, we could count the numbers of miss,
false, correct, splitting, mer iag and spurious detections. Let Nre, Nor and %Irr be the numbers of
miss, false and correct detections, respectively. Let
Nfm, N&r and N&.,., denote the numbers of words
in the &?that have the l-m, m-l and m-m mappings
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with words in the ?). Similarly, let N,,,, N,$, and
N&.,, denote the numbers of words in the D that
have the l-m, m-l and m-m mappings with words
in the 0. Then the following relations satisfy: 1)
N = NK, + NH + N!“, + N,f,, + N&,;
2) M =
No1 + NII + N&,
4) N;,
2 N,t,,.

+ N,$,

+ N&n;

3) N!‘,

[6]. We also rotate each of the training document images and its corresponding ground truth word bounding boxes at various degrees of O”, f0.2’) &4”, ~t0.6~.
Under the optimal threshold settings (Tp = Tipt),
of the 258328 ground truth words, 95.0667% of them
are correctly detected.
There are 1.6015% and
2.7573% of the words are split or merged res ectively.
The total miss (0.3275%) and spurious (’0.24“; 0%) detections account for less than 0.6% of the total ground
truth words. On the other hand, of the 258802 words
detected by the algorithm, 94.8926% of them are correctly detected as the ground truth words. There are
3.5896% and 1.1441% of the detected words are derived from either split or merged ground truth words,
respectively. The total false (0.1209%) and spurious
(0.2527%) detections account for less than 0.4% of the
total algorithm output.

5 Nit,;

The performance of the word segmentation algorithm can be measured through a goodness function.
Let it be denoted as Edand be defined as:
n = rni7&(Kl)na)
where

and the ~10, +yoyol,
711, ~1~~ ^/ml and “/mm are economic
gain coefficients for the miss. false. correct. solittins.
merging and spurious detections. T’he larger the gooai
ness measure 6: the better the performance of the
word se mentatron algorithm. In the experiment, we
choose tt e economic gain coefficients as m Table 1:

6

Conclusion

We described a word segmentation algorithm that
is able to detect all the words on a document image simultaneously. The algorithm is trainable to any given
document image population and is not sensitive to
text skews. It can handle a reasonable amount of text
skews, where texts can be laid out in both the horizontal and the vertical directions at the same time.
The algorithm is robust under subtractive noise and
tolerant to some forms of additive noise.

Table 1: Economic Gain Coefficients
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results

To determine the optimal performance of our word
segmentation algorithm, we prepared a set of 96 testing document images and created their ground truth
word bounding boxes using the procedure described in
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